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This paper considers two questions, one broad and thus more a series of further questions, the other more 
practical and with a particular suggestion for action.  This paper emerges from a July 2002 conference 
about lexica and few would be willing to argue that classicists could not improve upon the foundations left 
to us by Liddell, Scott, Jones, and the others who labored on our shared Greek-English Lexicon. But simply 
because we could improve upon what we already have does not tell us what we should build now.  We do 
not need a better nineteenth-century lexicon.  We do not even need the best possible twentieth-century 
lexicon.  We need to develop lexicographic resources to serve non-lexicographic readers of the twenty-first 
century. 
 
Our perspective flows from the following observations: 
 
First, texts derive their value from being read – an idea that can be traced in academic discourse to Plato’s 
Phaedrus.  One could argue against simple quantitative measures – a few hours of passionate, engaged 
reading might outweigh thousands of hours spent by press gangs of students slogging heavily through their 
assigned rounds.  Nevertheless, the heavy feet of dutiful student reading has traditionally broken the sod in 
which more lasting analysis has subsequently flourished.  Few, if any, students in the early twenty-first 
century are forced to learn classical Greek. The young who seek direct advancement visit fields far 
removed from Homer in the original Greek. 
 
Those of us who are Hellenists have, as our first and overriding goal, to pass on the practice of reading 
classical Greek to subsequent generations.  We need to strain every muscle to attract more into the difficult, 
even harsh practice of learning and reading Greek.  Where college level Latinists can rely upon a small 
army of high school Latin teachers to provide new students, Hellenists must, for all practical purposes, train 
their students from scratch.1
 
Those Hellenists who believe that we currently fulfill our obligations in an acceptable fashion need not read 
further.  Our students are with us for all too brief a period.  Even if we get to them in their first year, they 
rarely acquire the skills to immerse themselves fully in classical Greek.  Having painfully absorbed some 
Greek and read a small set of texts, they move on to their careers, their hard-won knowledge of Greek 
slipping away in the hubbub of busy lives. 
 
Second, the center of serious inquiry has shifted irrevocably to a networked, electronic world. Whatever 
resources we design must be designed to flourish within such a world and to serve an audience that has 
little patience for the friction of moving within a print world.2  Simple online page images such as PDF are 
problematic and definitely inadequate for reference works such as lexica.  Electronic lexica seamlessly 
adapt their formats to the particular background and immediate needs of particular readers.  Thus the same 
system would adapt itself to the varying needs not only of different users (e.g., the professor doing research 
vs. the student learning to read the language)3 but of the same users at different points (e.g., intermediate 

                                                 
1 A relatively recent study indicated that while the number of college students studying classical Greek was relatively 
stable from 1990 to 1998, between 1974 and 1990 there was a 50% drop in the numbers of students (Lafleur 2000). 
2 For more on the impact of technology and the digital world on classics, please see Crane (2004), McManus and 
Rubino (2003),  Latousek (2001), and Hardwick (2000).  
3 A variety of research has been conducted into how systems can best automatically adapt themselves to the needs of 
different readers.  For an overview, please see Russell (2003) and for a specific application of a personal reader see 
Dolog et al. (2004).  
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students of Greek working through a particular passage vs. studying a particular key term as part of a 
research paper).4
 
Third, the primary research problem that now confronts us in humanities and in classics above all lies not in 
the production of new knowledge but in learning how to communicate the knowledge that we now possess 
to the widest possible audience.5  We have to a large extent allowed our colleagues in the sciences and 
professional schools to define our attitudes towards research.  We know an immense amount about our 
subject – indeed, our focus upon Greco-Roman culture gives us a key advantage as we compete to engage 
new generations of students.  Our greatest challenge for the immediate future lies in converting as much of 
this existing knowledge from inert print, comprehensible only to a small set of highly trained human 
readers, and into a form that can make itself useful to the widest possible audience.  The print lexica, 
commentaries, editions, encyclopedias, monographs and similar instruments provide us with a starting 
point that our colleagues in many fields can only envy, but each genre of publication needs to be rethought 
from the ground up. 
 
Fourth, we cannot flourish as a discipline if we aim at the audiences of specialist scholars and full-time 
students on whom we have traditionally concentrated.  The networked world has spurred the creation of 
new audiences and new forms for collaborative contribution.6  The heart of modern culture beats vigorously 
but, for the most part, far beyond the channels of scholarly communication.  Consider one example from 
popular culture, a series defiantly named Buffy the Vampire Slayer.  Two English professors publish 
Slayage: the Online International Journal of Buffy Studies,7 while other web sites aggregate and manage 
contributions from academics, the general public and the commercial world.  When this series was in 
production, individuals would intercept the satellite feeds to individual network affiliates and post the 
digitized episodes online a day or so before they aired. Others would, in turn, create scene by scene 
descriptions and commentaries of the new 50 minute productions, making their work available before the 
show aired the next day.  Serious students of the series would, by the time of broadcast, have already 
studied a community generated edition of the broadcast episode.  The broadcast would then become a 
period for interactive comment and exchange via personal messaging and chat rooms. 
 
It would be easy to criticize and even dismiss such activity.   While students of vanished worlds would be 
sensible not to accuse enthusiasts for popular culture of frivolity, our standards of producing, vetting, 
disseminating and preserving the apparatus to decode complex cultural artifacts is highly developed, if 
archaic.  We have much to offer and much to gain by drawing upon, enhancing and working with 
communities from beyond the classroom.  Our best course as a field is to stimulate interest from such user 
communities, creating a new infrastructure in which specialist and novice alike contribute.8  
 
The assumptions listed above aim at situations such as the following: 
 
As a reader confronts a passage of classical Greek, the reading support system considers the following: 
 

• Is the reader working her way through a continuous text, looking at the results of a word search or 
checking a citation from a secondary source?  Each of these three cases has implications for the 
kinds of information that this particular reader might find useful.  If the reader has been 
systematically working through the Iliad and is calling up the next unread section, then the system 
may marshal information relating this passage to the previous.  If the reader is conducting a word 

                                                 
4 The field of adaptive hypermedia (AH), particularly, has explored how to model the needs of individual learners and 
to track the changes in the knowledge state of users as they interact with a system. For an overview of AH please see 
Brusilovsky (2002), and for specific applications see Kavcic (2004) and Weibalzahl and Weber (2002).  
5 Some interesting work in making research materials more accessible to a wider audience can be found at the Public 
Knowledge Portal (Willinsky 2003). 
6 As examples such as Wikipedia illustrate, there are an immense number of users who want to make contributions to 
both scholarly and popular culture ventures. Different models exist for encouraging contributions from user 
communities, including Project Gutenberg (Newby and Franks 2003) and Planet Math (Krowne and Halbert 2003). 
7 http://www.slayage.tv/ 
8 One interesting project that has sought to harness the collective power of both expert and user contributions to create 
an encyclopedia is described in Kolbitsch and Maurer (2005).  
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search, then the system may want to present initial thumbnail information about date, genre and 
general context.  If the reader is working through a study on marriage, the system should be able to 
use that information to provide context to help understand the contribution of a particular text to 
this particular topic.9 
 

• What is the state of the reader’s knowledge?  Reading support systems should help their users 
keep track of what they have studied.10  Thus, when the introductory student in later first year 
Greek confronts a passage of Lysias, the system should be able to keep track of not only what 
vocabulary that particular student has learned but which senses of a word that student has 
encountered:  thus, the system should identify unfamiliar definitions for common words that the 
reader does not yet know.11  The system should likewise track syntactic phenomena as well, 
identifying constructions with which the reader should be aware from those which may be new.  
Mature systems should have well-developed models of memory and usage. The system should be 
able to identify linguistic phenomena of particular interest to a particular reader, whether that 
interest lies in its difficulty or in the fact that the reader is interested in a particular usage.12  
 
Mature systems should be able to analyze question patterns and diagnose problems that their 
readers are encountering.13  They should be able to quiz readers, testing their knowledge and 
allowing them to evaluate for themselves the degree to which they grasp the texts before them.14  
We need models that allow for the automatic generation of such diagnostic questions so that these 
systems can be scalable and support those reading texts beyond heavily worked canons. 
 
Mature systems also need to preserve not only core data but individual experiences of long periods 
of time.15  Thus, many potential readers wish to return to their Greek later in life, when the 
demands of family and career have begun to abate and they are, in many ways, better prepared to 
appreciate the literature that they first encountered in their youth.  Reading support systems should 
be able to remember what these readers learned decades before, their previous learning styles and 
their current cognitive practices.   
 

• What does the reader wish to accomplish at this particular time?  Reading support systems should 
not only understand the particular backgrounds of their users but also their immediate purposes.16  
Thus, readers may be skimming the results of a word search, trying to ferret out the basic 
meanings from many different passages, reading quickly through a particular text, or studying a 
particular passage exhaustively.  Systems should be able to combine background knowledge and 

                                                 
9 Learning how to support the contextual needs of readers as they move through a system or across systems is a 
growing area of research in both personalization and e-learning. For examples, please see Henze and Nejdl (2002) and 
Niederee et al. (2004).  
10 A variety of work has been done on reading support systems that help track what the user has learned and provide 
recommendations for review and further study. For examples, please see Rouane et al. (2003) and Wang and Chen 
(2004). 
11 For similar work in vocabulary tracking (albeit with elementary school students), please see Brown and Eskenazi 
(2004). 
12 Advanced work in reading support systems has been reported by Terras (2005) who created a “papyrologists 
assistant” or a computer program to aid experts in reading ancient documents. 
13 The analysis of question patterns and personalization is a growing research area. See, for example, Koutrika and 
Ioannidis (2004). 
14 Some interesting work in having a system generate specific questions at various points in a user’s interaction to test 
their current understanding has been proposed by Fleming (2004). 
15 The idea of a permanent personal digital archive or storehouse of lifetime memories and knowledge has been well 
articulated by the creators of MyLifeBits (Gemmell et al. 2006). Neil Beagrie has also explored this concept (Beagrie 
2005).   
16 A variety of research has explored how to create user models and personalization systems that can dynamically 
reflect the changing needs or interests of its users. For examples, please see Kim and Fox (2004) and Teevan et al. 
(2005). 
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immediate purpose as they customize displays of information.17 
 

• What language does the reader wish to use?  The audience for classical Greek extends, of course, 
beyond the English speaking world and should extend beyond the cluster of languages supported 
by the EU. A mature system should provide access not only to Classical Greek literature but 
Sanskrit, Classical Chinese, Arabic and other textual corpora from the West and beyond.  The 
reading environment should encourage cross-cultural reading and research. 
 
Some features of a reading support system will inevitably be language dependent (e.g., the English 
distinction between a river bank and a financial bank) but many terms (e.g., nominals of concrete 
objects, terms for particular cultural practices such as xenia, and virtually all morphological and 
syntactic information) can be represented in a language independent fashion.  
 
Even bad machine translation coupled with morphological and syntactic data can provide 
substantial help to human readers working with a new language.18  Technologies such as cross-
language retrieval (in which users pose a question in one language, e.g., English, and retrieve 
results in multiple other languages, e.g., Chinese, Arabic and Spanish) have made substantial 
strides.19  We must design our resources for classical Greek to enhance the tools available 
 

• What decisions have other readers made as they read the same or similar texts?  Classicists are, of 
course, familiar with commentaries, and reading support systems such as those in the Perseus 
Digital Library already link multiple commentaries to individual texts.  Such formal commentaries 
are, however, labor intensive, require expensive editorial intervention, are available online behind 
subscription firewalls (if at all) and often do not cover the mundane questions that bedevil most 
readers.  Readers should be able to share their judgments as to how a particular sentence is 
constructed, what the meaning of a particular term might be, and more interpretive responses.20  
Digital commerce has already produced models for representing trustworthiness that would allow 
us to distinguish and make productive use of the annotations from a range of users.21  While users 
may be able to pick and choose between many accomplished annotators of canonical texts such as 
Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex, any substantive annotations in the vast stretches of Galen or other texts 
beyond the traditional canon will be welcome to many. 
 

• What would the current reader be willing to share with others?  Formal comments and questions 
are obvious categories of annotation, but systems can mine useful information from actions as well 
(e.g., in a given lexically ambiguous term in a particular text, which dictionary entry do most users 
choose to examine?).  Data mining has applications for the support of reading Greek just as it does 
for commerce.22 

 
The functions outlined above can be implemented effectively with existing technologies.  The reading 
environments that projects such as Perseus have provided for classical, and that various commercial efforts 

                                                 
17 Some recent interesting work has explored how to best visualize users’ current purposes as they navigate a system  
(Fisher and Everson 2003) as well as how to provide customized recommendations based on both the user’s current 
context and the documents that have been viewed before (Billsus et al. 2005). 
18 Church and Hovy (1993). 
19 For an overview of recent work in cross-language retrieval, please see Gey et al. (2005). 
20 There has been a great deal of recent interest in exploring different ways of supporting both scholarly and general 
user annotations within online communities. For example, the museum community is exploring allowing users to add 
online annotations to exhibits (Kateli and Neville 2005), and by encouraging users to add keywords to images to 
increase retrievability (Bearman and Trant 2005).  A number of research projects such as COLLATE (Thiel et al. 2005) 
and CYCLADES (Renda and Straccia 2005) allow scholars to both annotate resources and share these annotations with 
other.  
21 For example, the commercial site Slashdot allows users to achieve online reputation or karma points through posting 
reviews or moderating comments (Lampe and Resnick 2004). 
22 Data mining has been used to determine groups of user communities in digital libraries (Papatheodorou et al. 2003) 
and to explore previous patterns of resource use to support more appropriate linkages between resources (Elango et al. 
2004).  
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have provided for New Testament Greek, constitute only an early generation.  More powerful environments 
will come.  Now classicists must wrestle with the questions of how they wish to contribute to those 
environments, for digital reading is not the future, but already the established practice for many, if not 
most, of those who have learned to read classical Greek in the past ten years.23  
 
We need good research to help us rethink the form in which we shape our ideas about the classical Greek 
world.  The print based methods at our disposal are little more effective than the academic Latin of 
nineteenth-century dissertations, for they assume access to paper documents and, worse, an immense 
amount of useless logistical effort.  Secondary literature is secondary in importance and should be 
subordinated to the practice of reading the primary literature.  While our goal may be to encourage 
thoughtful reading, human reading now depends upon prior conversations between multiple electronic 
systems – even the production and distribution of a printed book requires collaboration between a range of 
systems from word processors through library catalogues.  The more effectively the electronic systems can 
communicate, the more effectively we can support the task of human reading.24

 
Even if the broad features outlined above do prove to characterize conventional reading environments in 
the future, we need to understand our users, present and potential, much more thoroughly if we are to plan 
effectively.  Topics for research include the following: 
 

• Who are the current readers?  Our experiences in supporting the Perseus Digital Library suggest 
that this set is broader than we had thought and the weblogs provide a useful starting point.  
Emails suggest that readers come from lunch time breaks in financial institutions, isolated kitchens 
in the Appalachian mountains, naval vessels, and other locations far beyond traditional dorm 
rooms and academic libraries. 
 

• Who are our potential readers? If we want to expand the set of readers, who might these new 
readers be? Potential areas for growth include not only traditional students but also previous 
classics majors and adult learners from a global population. 
 

• What questions do various readers of classical Greek actually confront as they struggle through a 
text?  What problems do they really face?  My students rarely find the questions addressed in 
many commentaries “aimed primarily at students at university and in the upper forms of schools” 
to be useful, probably because such commentaries are really written to impress committees for 
tenure and promotion. 
 

• How might the problems and expectations of our readers shift?  What new kinds of questions do 
we need to be able to support?  Current readers may find dictionary lookups useful, but readers 
may soon expect more sophisticated linguistic help.25  Certainly, readers will expect links between 
semantic and encyclopedic data: thus, readers should expect that any reference to an 
archaeological site such as Delphi should naturally lead to a self-organizing database on the 
history and topography of Delphi.26  Moreover, we need to anticipate much broader cross-cultural 
reading and research, in which our readers expect to explore, for example, Confucius and Plato in 
ways that were simply not feasible in the past. 

 
While human readers are the center of our field, we also need to scrutinize emerging language 
technologies.27  Information technology – whether print or digital – constrains the set of questions that 
we can ask.  Emerging technologies thus not only affect our ability to ask the same questions but 
potentially break ground for new sets of questions as well.  While we must not let the technology drive 
our work, we must also understand what technologies can do at present and where they may proceed in 

                                                 
23 For an analysis of the recent shift to online reading among students, please see Marshall (2005).   
24 For more on this issue, please see Crane (2006) and Crane (2005).  
25 Related work on developing more sophisticated linguistic tools to assist readers can be found in Carlquist (2004) and 
Sinclair (2003). 
26 For more on the need for semantic links to historical reference works, please see Crane and Jones (2006). 
27 For a more in-depth review of some of these issues, please see Crane et al. (2005). 
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the future.  There are at least three reasons to track particular technologies,  First, we may be able to 
influence the ways in which technologies evolve.  Second, we may be able to identify tools of interest.  
Third, we need to understand what tools exist today and may emerge in the near future so that we can 
consider how, if at all, we may make our work interact more powerfully in increasingly sophisticated 
reading environments. 
 
Consider a simple technology in which classicists have invested substantial effort and that has been 
immensely successful:  standardized citations such as Thuc. 1.35 (= Thucydides’ History of the 
Peloponnesian War, Book 1, Chapter 35) constitute a sophisticated reference language by which 
classicists have for generations been able to identify fine grained chunks of text.  The system is robust, 
covering multiple editions of the same work, each of which may differ in small ways.  While different 
works may instantiate the system in somewhat different ways (e.g. “Thuc.,” “Th.,” “T.” may all serve 
as abbreviations for Thucydides), the basic coordinates (e.g., 1.35) are remarkably consistent.  The 
stability of this citation language has allowed us to convert citations into links: the Perseus Digital 
Library contains hundreds of thousands of such links derived from more than a century of print 
scholarship.  Shakespearean scholarship, by contrast, conventionally renumbers the plays in their 
canon with each new edition, making it much harder to map a particular reference (e.g. Hamlet 3.1.44) 
to a particular segment of text.  While this citation language emerges from print, it nevertheless 
constitutes a powerful information technology in which classicists can take pride.  By using the same 
methods to identify segments of canonical texts, classicists were able to promote interoperability in 
print and electronic form alike.   
 
Consider now a second technology less well served by print conventions.  The Perseus Digital Library 
provides morphological analysis for classical Greek and the resulting database has proven useful for 
teaching and research alike.28  While a great deal of software maps inflected forms to their canonical 
dictionary entries, the most important component to the system consists of a database of stems and 
endings.  Thus, the system knows that πεµπ- is the stem for the first principle part of a conventional 
Greek verb and that it can take endings such as -ω, -ει, -ετε and augments such as ἐ-.  Thus, when it 
sees the inflected form ἐπέµπετε, it can analyze the augment, stem and ending, check the accent and 
identify this as the 2nd person plural imperfect indicative active of the verb πέµπω. 
 
Building such a morphological database for classical Greek is far harder than building the 
morphological analyzer.  When we set out to digitize the Intermediate Liddell Scott Greek-English 
Lexicon and then, five years later, LSJ 9, we were primarily interested in extracting the morphological 
data.  We were able to mine the online versions of these lexica for tens of thousands of stems but the 
process was messy and imperfect.  While certain patterns did frequently recur, different dictionary 
entries would represent morphological information in slightly different ways.  Human readers had little 
difficulty managing such variations because they bring an immense amount of knowledge with them.  
Automated information extraction routines rely upon regularities of expression that human authors and 
editors rarely follow.29  Thus, the information extraction routines missed a small but substantial 
amount of the morphological information that the human lexicographers encoded in the lexicon.  The 
automatic morphological analyzer is, however, probably the most important single “reader” for the 
morphological data in the lexica: its ability to analyze morphological data allows it to provide the 
linking that thousands of users daily use to search and read classical Greek. 
 
The form that we give to our ideas constrains the questions that we can subsequently ask.  Our field 
established print conventions that have proven highly effective for citation linking but much less so for 
morphological analysis.  While language technologies are rapidly evolving and will not stabilize in the 
near future, we as philologists need to understand both what we can do today and plan as best we can 
for what will emerge.30  The following technologies already exist and should be available for use with 
classical Greek: 

                                                 
28 Please see Crane (1991) and Crane (1996). 
29 For an overview of information extraction technology, please see McCallum (2005). 
30 Some early work in humanities computing has explored the potential intersection of philology and new technologies 
– see Bozzi and Calabretto (1997), and for more recent work Spencer and Howe (2004) and Bøe et al. (2004).   
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• Clustering:  Given a set of words, phrases, passages or whole documents, identify statistically 

significant patterns.31   The Perseus Digital Library already includes several types of clustering.  
We associate statistical correlations with Greek dictionary entries: 1) words with similar 
definitions in Greek and Latin; 2) words that are used together.  A third type of clustering is 
available for searches:  search for a term and the system looks for words or phrases associated 
with it.  Such automatic clustering provides a scalable way to identify patterns for further analysis.  
The richer the underlying databases, the more sophisticated the clusters can be:  we automatically 
analyze place names in full text, mapping these to their geographic coordinates (e.g., 
distinguishing Salamis of Athens from Salamis in Cyprus).32  We could thus use this information 
to cluster texts by geographic focus and allow readers to ask for texts relevant to a particular place.  
If we combined this with dates (which we also extract)33, we could support geo-temporal queries: 
e.g., show me information relevant to Marathon in the latter half of the fourth century.34 
 

• Machine translation (MT):  Translations into modern European languages exist for most of the 
canonical texts of classical Greek, but digital libraries such as the TLG now make available many 
texts for which translations are not available online or even in print.  MT already has a long 
history but systems that can rival human translators are a long way off.35  Nevertheless, even bad 
machine translation can provide a helpful tool to readers struggling with a text, especially when 
they have other reading aids (such as morphological and dictionary lookups).36  Moreover, MT can 
be used to generate translations not only into Western languages but into Chinese, Arabic, Hindi 
or other important languages less well served with manual translations. 
 

• Word sense disambiguation:  Far more modest than MT (and, indeed, a component within many 
MT systems), word sense disambiguation maps a given instance of a word to its closest dictionary 
meaning, identifying, e.g., the use of the word “bank” either as financial institution or as the area 
next to a river.37  Evaluating the performance of WSD systems is difficult because success rates 
depend upon the complexity of the dictionary entries and the depth to which the automated system 
needs to correctly achieve a match. 38  Nevertheless, existing technologies should allow us to 
present the best dictionary meaning to a reader 80% of the time.  
 

• Cross-language information retrieval (CLIR):  Pose a query in one language and retrieve results in 
multiple languages (e.g., Greek and Latin, as well as Sanskrit, Classical Chinese etc.).39  While 
one can, of course, apply MT to a query (e.g., convert the English query into Arabic, then search 
the Arabic), there turn out to be more effective approaches.  Both US and EU evaluation forums 
have tested various systems against a range of languages.40  The results have been surprisingly 
good – the best CLIR systems have occasionally outperformed the monolingual control systems:  
e.g., posing a query in English provided better results from an Arabic corpus than posing the query 
in Arabic.41  CLIR opens the possibility for new avenues of cross-cultural research that few, if 

                                                 
31 For a general overview of document clustering algorithms, please see Steinbach et al. (2000).  The use of clustering 
technologies has only recently begun to make its way into the humanities. For one interesting example of how 
clustering was used to create automatic topic categories see Krowne (2005).  
32 For an overview of place name extraction in the Perseus Digital Library, please see Smith and Crane (2001). 
33 See Smith (2002). 
34 Interesting work in this area has been done by Pouliquen et al. (2004).  
35 For two useful overviews of machine translation, please see Ney (2005) and Marcu and Knight (2005). 
36 For an overview of machine translation with particular applications in the humanities, see Smith (2006). 
37 For an overview of WSD, see Ide and Véronis (1998).  
38 The SENSEVAL workshop and evaluation exercise (Kilgarriff 1998) addresses this difficulty by providing a 
common task on which WSD systems can test their performance; the most recent of these (SENSEVAL-3) took place 
in 2004, with SENSEVAL-4 currently underway. 
39 For an overview of recent technical advances in CLIR, please see Kishida (2005).  
40 For a review of the evaluation forums and recent results for CLIR, please see Peters et al. (2004). 
41 Ibid, Gey et al. (2005). 
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any, of us could pursue in a print environment.42 
 

• Automatic summarization:  At its simplest, this technology produces summaries of modern 
documents, assumes that such documents have unambiguous messages that can be reduced to 
summaries, and competes with human generated abstracts.43  More recently, however, 
summarization has grown more sophisticated, recognizing that the same document may contain 
different messages for different readers at different times.  While automatic summarization may be 
best suited to secondary literature, it can also be used to extract information about particular 
themes from larger corpora: e.g., prepare a report on opinions about slavery in later Greek prose. 44   
 

• Question answering:  Question answering systems look for the answers to discrete questions (e.g., 
“how much steel did Poland produce in 1993?”).45  QA systems are best suited to communities 
that pose concrete questions of corpora that contain many easily quantified propositions, but their 
applications may prove substantial even when applied to pre-modern primary sources.46 

 
The above list concentrates on well-defined technologies where multiple systems have been subjected to 
systematic evaluation.  Such technologies can be combined into more complex systems and only constitute 
an initial sample.  
 
We in classics are surprisingly well positioned to exploit such technologies.  While the software required 
can be quite complex, software requires structured data to do its work.  The following are resources that are 
already available in electronic form and that will allow classicists to draw upon a variety of technologies. 
 

1) Textual corpora: The Thesaurus Linguae Graecae47 provides classicists with access to a 
comprehensive digital library with more than 75 million words of classical Greek. Perseus48 
contains a much smaller textual corpus (7.5 million words) and the editions are often older than 
those in the TLG, but the corpus is based on public domain materials. 
 

2) Morphological analysis:  systems need to be able (1) to extract the morphological information 
implicit in inflected terms and (2) to map inflected terms to possible dictionary entries.  We have 
tools that can accomplish both of these tasks already in place.49  The morphological analyzer in 
Perseus already supports our clustering algorithms and can enhance the performance of many 
systems addressing all of the technologies listed above. 
 

3) Aligned corpora of translations and source texts.  Statistical methods identify possible translations 
for words and phrases by building language models from large sets of equivalent bilingual texts.50  
Perseus contains substantial aligned corpora for Greek and Latin.  The finer grained the citation 
scheme, the more effective the statistical methods, but preliminary analysis suggests that even the 

                                                 
42 For the use of cross language searching with classical texts, please see Rydberg-Cox et al. (2004). Similar work with 
modern texts was reported by Cheng et al. (2004). 
43 State of the art summarization technologies and techniques are evaluated annually by the Document Understanding 
Conference (DUC).  For the most recent overview of DUC, please see Dang (2005). For a good overview of 
summarization technologies, see also Hahn and Mani (2000).  
44 For some interesting uses of summarization technologies based on extraction of relevant information from multiple 
documents, please see Sengupta et al. (2004) and Zhou et al. (2004).  
45 Advances in question answering technologies are explored at conferences such as DUC and TREC (Text Retrieval 
Conference). For an overview of recent work, see Maybury (2004).  
46 For an intriguing look at the possibilities of question answering for the humanities see Cohen and Rosenzweig (2005) 
and Cohen (2006).  
47 http://www.tlg.uci.edu/ 
48 http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/ 
49 See Crane (1991) and Crane (1998). 
50 This is generally associated with the work of Brown et al. (1990), who used the Hansard texts, a bilingual English-
French corpus of Canadian Parliamentary proceedings, for English-French MT.  For recent work in this area, please see 
Lambert and Castell (2004), Tiedemann (2005) and Mihalcea and Simard (2005).  
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coarser citation schemes (e.g., page to page) will provide useful results. 
 

4) Machine readable dictionaries:  These provide a wealth of information.  We already use the 
morphological data and make some use of the tagged definitions, but computational linguists can 
do far more with such resources.  MRDs are predominantly used in word-sense disambiguation (as 
described above) but are also the core of a multitude of other tasks as diverse as ontology 
induction,51 cross-language information retrieval52 and document clustering.53 
 

5) Encyclopedias of people, places, institutions etc.:  Where traditional classical lexica concentrate 
on semantic data, we also have elaborate encyclopedias on a range of topics, and some of the older 
ones are already in Perseus.  These can provide authority lists – stable lists of proper names – 
while the associated articles help us analyze full text (e.g., we can use the content of articles on 
multiple Alexandrias or Cleopatras to determine which Alexandria or Cleopatra is meant in a 
particular passage).54 

 
All electronic resources are subject to refinement:  we can add more markup to capture more phenomena, 
align our parallel texts and translations more precisely, improve the morphological analysis, etc.  The major 
challenges that classicists face are, however, more organizational and logistical.  We need to make 
resources that now exist more accessible, providing both flexible rights and smooth electronic access. 
 
While research on the needs of our field is the most important next step, one major project can already be 
identified.  While we can certainly improve on our existing Greek lexica, we should first build a database 
of syntactically parsed Greek sentences – a database of parse trees or “treebank.” Treebanks exist for a 
variety of languages and are core resources for corpus linguistics, of which the study of classical Greek is a 
small subset.55  Such treebanks can encode various amounts of data:  the more comprehensive the syntactic 
information, the more expensive they are to produce.  At its simplest, a treebank for classical Greek would 
encode the dependencies within individual sentences, including many of the questions that pedagogues 
have asked students for centuries: this adjective depends on this noun which serves as the subject of a given 
verb.  Even the simplest such treebank would include the structural outlines for individual sentences. 
 
The resulting treebank would serve a variety of purposes.  On the one hand, it provides a foundation for a 
new lexicon – one could even argue that a treebank constitutes the prerequisite for any serious new lexicon 
and that no new lexicon should be attempted until such a treebank has been established.  The treebank 
encodes basic lexicographic information, such as which words serve as subjects/objects of particular verbs, 
which adjectives modify which nouns.  Combining such data with semantic databases allows us to find 
broader patterns: e.g., a given verb for eating takes animals as its subject a given percentage of time in a 
given corpus.  Such usage statistics provide a much firmer foundation than we have had before for 
systematic lexicographic research. Even more important, such a treebank would be expandable and would 
allow for a range of queries suited to particular research agendas.56   
 
This kind of lexical power can perhaps be illustrated best with an example that arose in our planning for the 
construction of a Latin treebank. An interesting social question is bound up with the evolution of the Latin 
verb libero (“to free,” “liberate”).  If we want to find out how this verb changes in meaning across time, we 
can ask a simple question: what do Latin authors want to be “liberated” from, and how does this change?  
We can imagine that an orator of the republic has little need to speak of liberation from “eternal death,” 
while an apostolic father is just as unlikely to speak of being freed from another’s monetary debt.  A 

                                                 
51 Nichols et al. (2005). 
52 Aljlayl and Frieder (2001). 
53 Hotho et al. (2003). 
54 Please see Crane (2005b). 
55 For an overview of the use and development and treebanks, see Abeille (2003).  Established treebanks exist for 
English (Marcus et al. 1993) and other fixed word order languages including German (Brants et al. 2002), Spanish 
(Moreno et al. 2000), French (Abeille et al. 2000), Italian (Montemagni et al. 2000) and Japanese (Kurohashi and 
Nagao 1998), and also for Czech (Hajic 1999), a relatively free word order language like Latin and Greek. 
56 For a review of treebank querying please see Lai and Bird (2004). 
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treebank allows us to ask this question in a systematic way and quantify the result.  We can translate the 
question above into a treebank query by turning it into a syntactic one: what are the predominant objects of 
prepositional phrases modifying libero headed by a or de or with no head at all (i.e., bare ablative nouns)?  
In even a small test corpus we find an interesting answer: in 100 sentences of Cicero containing libero, the 
most common modifiers are danger, fear, care and debt; in 100 from the Vulgate, the most common are 
hand (e.g., the hand of the Egyptians), death and mouth (e.g., the mouth of the lion).  Where traditional 
lexica such as Lewis and Short and the Oxford Latin Dictionary illustrate how a word is “typically” used by 
means of representative samples from various authors, with a treebank we can quantify that usage exactly.  
 
  

Cicero 
 
periculis 20% 
metu 12% 
cura 9% 
aere 4% 
scelere/sceleribus 4% 
sollicitudine 4% 
suspicione 4% 
bello 3% 
culpa 3% 
molestia 3% 
rege 3% 
regno 3% 

 

Jerome 
 
manu/manibus 44% 
morte 6% 
ore 6% 
latronibus 4% 
inimico/inimicis 4% 
bello 4% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Objects “liberated from” in Cicero and Jerome that occur with frequency > 1 in a corpus 
of 100 sentences containing any inflected form of the verb libero. 

 
 
A database of syntactically parsed sentences, of course, also gives us a means to describe the state of syntax 
in Latin at any given time and also chart its transformation through different authors. By far the 
predominant method for Cicero to express the entity “liberated from” is with the use of a bare ablative noun 
(e.g., res publica maximis periculis sit liberata).  In the Vulgate, however, the predominant method is a 
prepositional phrase headed by de (e.g., liberet me de omni angustia).  In our 100-sentence sample, in fact, 
the bare ablative is not used by Jerome even once to denote the entity liberated from.  With these two data 
points, we can pinpoint a clear syntactic change. 
 
 

Cicero 
 
-- 97% 
a/ab 3% 
de 0% 

 

Jerome 
 
de 72% 
a/ab 28% 
-- 0% 

 
 

Figure 2: The head of the syntactic phrase containing the object “liberated from” in Cicero and 
Jerome. 

 
 
A treebank is clearly crucial for supplementing lexica with this kind of information and for opening up an 
entirely new form of philological inquiry into classical texts.  If our main goal is, however, to support those 
reading classical Greek, a treebank is probably the most important new tool that we could develop.  For all 
their weaknesses, the lexicographic tools at our disposal serve the needs of our readers fairly well.  New 
lexica can make substantial improvements but these improvements operate at the margin.  A treebank 
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would, for the first time, provide comprehensive syntactic support.  While systematic research of our 
readers’ actual needs remains to be done, a substantial amount of reading time surely rests in puzzling over 
problematic syntactic structures. The ability to determine which words depend upon which would solve 
many problems of those struggling to work their way through classical Greek text. 
 
We can, of course, argue that too much reading support is a bad thing and enervates our potential readers.  
Such an approach works well if the study of Greek constitutes the prerequisite for some compelling, 
material good – e.g., “to be a gentleman, one need not know Greek, but one must have forgotten it.”  But if, 
on the other hand, we welcome those who devote themselves to this language and cherish their time and 
respect their intentions, then we can hardly provide too much help.  If we fret that the rising generation of 
students will never really learn their Greek, then we should devote ourselves to developing systems that 
will help new readers track the questions that they ask and help them understand what knowledge they have 
made their own. 
 
There are various ways to construct such a treebank and substantial analysis would need to precede any 
serious attempt.57  The number of words that can be analyzed in an hour varies depending upon the 
language, the availability of trained readers, the existence of an automated syntactic parser to do some of 
the preliminary work, and the amount of syntactic information that the treebank sets out to encode.  One 
English treebank was able to process 750 words per hour, 58 while a Chinese treebank, proceeding without a 
syntactic analyzer, was able to cover 240 words per hour.59 The Chinese project increased this throughput 
to almost 480 words/hour by adding a simple syntactic parser that could capture easily identified 
phenomena and such an approach should work well also for Greek.   
 
The most heavily read texts of Greek comprise a corpus of c. 5 million words.  If we can process at least 
250 words per hour of labor, then we would require 20,000 hours or roughly 10 years of labor to create an 
initial treebank for the most heavily read texts.  This is a major project by the standards of a small field 
such as classics but the total cost would be under one million dollars – an immense sum, but something that 
either U.S. or European funding agencies could pay for over time.  If the project used simple pre-
processing of the Greek texts, provided a framework for collaborators to mark up their particular authors 
and an editorial board to test the results, then the work could be done with substantially less monetary 
support.  
 
Once we had treebanks for the main classical texts, we could use this database to train automated parsers 
that would automatically process the remaining 70+ million words.  Research in Latin syntactic parsing at 
Perseus suggests that the accuracy of an untrained parser – one used without being trained on a treebank – 
hits a performance ceiling of about 70%.  The accuracy of trained parsing would still be less than that of the 
manually curated corpus but it would, however, probably capture 80-90% of the syntactic relations 
accurately and provide a major new instrument for the study of Greek. 
 
We are only now beginning an extended period of change for academia as a whole and for classics in 
particular.  Decisions that we make now will constrain the extent to which we participate in broader 
currents of thought and exploit immense investments in computational tools for the study of language and 
culture.  We cannot simply compare the present to the past and strive to do better what we have done 
before.  While our core mission – the reading of Greek texts and the passionate engagement with the 
culture that produced them – may remain the same, the ways that we approach this problem and, more 
importantly, the audiences to which this field is accessible will – and arguably should – evolve along new 
paths.  While we cannot see far, we can see the beginnings and we can, as a field, determine what steps we 
should now take. 
 
 

                                                 
57 For some different examples, please see Rosen et al. (2005) and Tanaka et al. (2005).  
58 Marcus et al. (1993).  
59 Chiou et al. (2001). 
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